BANGKOK: Motorists ride past a subway construction site (left) outside Laem Sampan, Bangkok main train station in Bangkok, Thailand. Rapid urbanization, weak legislation, and city planning with corruption have contributed to the problem.

BANGKOK: Surrey old shop houses, feeling alone, and temples and shrines with existence still palpable with the pulsation of old and time-honored habit of minds have been hit in Bangkok’s Chinatown for generations. But old and time-honored habit of minds and cultures are closing in on one of the few remaining quarters of Thailand’s capital, as developers and city planning authorities bid to construct high-rises with little thought-to-protect local traditions and culture.

The story is one common across much of Asia and the world, the replacement and eroding of old communities and income and housing standards for millions. But the relentless drive to build modern and recreate the old combined with a mindset that the old with backwardness, he already compiled no repentances of backwardness in themselves.

There is more than just the architecture to preserve in the context of their building demolition you have to keep people’s will. So it will need the old and future generations.

Cleaning old city quarters

Authorities have long tried to clean up old city quarters presently filled with shanties and old structures that describe are not Immutable. And indeed those who move them are usually motivated by this need, running water, proper toilets and cleaner surroundings, which many of the people who live there have lost.

Rapid urbanization, weak legislation, and city planning with corruption have contributed to the problem.
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